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和牛に関するプレゼンテーション資料	
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日本酒に関するプレゼンテーション資料	



Japanese	Food	Forum
“Learn	Washoku	and	Wagyu”

－Japanese	Sake	－

Friday	11th March		2016

5th Sake	Samurai	and	Sake	Sommelier	

Mariko	Kiyonaga
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■Profile
Mariko Kiyonaga

Born in Fukuoka, Japan.
Entitled as Sake Sommelier and 5th generation Sake 
Samurai, an official sake ambassador, recognized by
Sake association of Japan.
（http://www.sakesamurai.jp/person10.html）
Past invitations as a jury for sake competitions are Kanzake 
Contest 2011 and Delicious sake Award 2015 in wine glass.

Mariko has visited 80 sake breweries in Japan and tasted 
over 300 kinds of sake.
Her motto towards sake is to drink delicious sake with much 
fun and beautiful manner.

Moved to Singapore with her family in April 2014 for 10 
monhs.
The interest towards sake in Singapore is growing, and that 
motivated her to organize sake events here regularly since 
then.
One of most remarkable event here was " Sake de Kanpai 
on the Day of Sake" in October 2015.
It attracted 50 F&B outlets and over 1370 residents in 
Singapore to participate.



■What	is	sake?
Sake	is	Japanese	alcoholic	beverage	made	from	rice,	water,	yeast	and	mold	known	
as	Koji	mold.	It	is	a	brewed	beverage	made	by	multiple	fermentation	of	rice.
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■Sake category
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Daiginjo

Ginjo

Junmai ・
Honjozo

普通酒
Futushu

(Standard	sake)
70％

<Different	Type	of	Sake>

Junmai Daiginjo

50％

Ginjo

60%
Jummai ginjo

60%

Daiginjo

50％

Tokubetsu Junmai

60%
Tokubetsu	Honjozo

60%

Junmai Honjozo

70%

純米系 Junmai Family

（No	Alcohol	Added)

<特定名称酒 Special	Designation	Sake>

本醸造系 Honjozo Family

(	Alcohol	Added)

特定名称酒
Tokuteimeisyoushu

(Special	Designation	
sake	)			30％
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Brown Rice

Rice Polish



■特定名称酒 Special	Designation	Sake
純⽶系 Junmai Family(No	Alcohol	Added) 本醸造系 Honjozo Family	(	Alcohol	Added)

＜純⽶⼤吟醸＞Junmai Daiginjo
Made	with	rice, water,	yeast	and	mold	only.
Uses	rice	than	has	been	polished	 down	to	50%.

＜⼤吟醸＞Daiginjo
Made	with	rice,	water,	yeast,	mold	 and	distilled	 alcohol(must	 be	less	
than	10%	of	the	weight	of	the	rice).Uses	rice	that	has	been	polished	
down	to	50%.

＜純⽶吟醸＞Junmai Ginjo
Made	with	rice,	water,	yeast	and	mold	only.
Uses	rice	that	has	been	polished	down	to	60%.
Brewed	through	Ginjo process	only.

＜吟醸酒＞Ginjo
Made	with	rice,	water,	yeast,	mold	 and	distilled	 alcohol(must	 be	less	
than	10%	of	the	weight	of	the	rice).Uses	rice	that	has	been	polished	
down	to	60%.	Brewed	through	Ginjo.

＜特別純⽶＞Tokubetsu Junmai
Made	with	rice,	water,	yeast	and	mold	only.
Uses	rice	that	has	been	polished	down	to	60%.

＜特別本醸造＞ Tokubetsu Honjozo
Made	with	rice, water,	yeast,	mold	 and	distilled	 alcohol(must	 be	less	
than	10%	of	the	weight	of	the	rice).Uses	rice	that	has	been	polished	
down	to	60%.

＜純⽶酒＞Junmai
Made	with	rice,	water,	yeast	no	rice	polishing	 rate	requirement.

＜本醸造＞Honjozo
Made	with	rice,	water,	yeast,	mold	 and	distilled	 alcohol(must	 be	less	
than	10%	of	the	weight	of	the	rice).	Uses	rice	that	has	been	polished	
down	to	70%.
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■Four	Sake	classifications
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aroma

bodyBody

aroma

Full 
Body



■Today’s Sake■

・MARUISHI	BREWERY：AICHI	PRE.		
【TOKUGAWA	IEYASU DAIGINJO】
★『Jun-Shu	』 ①

・Rice:	Yamadanishiki
・Rice	Polishing	Ratio:40%
・Alcohol:16%

・TSUKASAGIKU	BREWERY：TOKUSHIMA	PRE.
【KIRAI		JUNMAI】
★『Jun-Shu	』 ②

・Rice:	Ginnosato
・Rice	Polishing	Ratio:60%
・Alcohol:15.5%
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・KAETSU	BREWERY：ISHIKAWA	PRE.
【KAGA‘S	FULL	MOON JUNMAI】
★『So-Shu	』 ③

・Rice:	Gohyakumangoku
・Rice	Polishing	Ratio:60%
・Alcohol:15.5%

・SASAKI	BREWERY：MIYAGI	PRE.
【SHIBORI	TATE	NAMA HON	JYOZO	】
★『Jun-Shu	』 ④

・Rice:	Totyonishiki
・Rice	Polishing	Ratio:63%
・Alcohol:18.5%



  



 




